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Trainee Parts/Retail Apprentice: You will play an important role in supplying a wide variety of
parts and retail items to our customers and workshops. Working in our busy parts
department you will carry out a wide variety of duties including: ordering and warehousing
incoming stock, assisting the Parts Manager with stock control, dealing with customers both
face to face and by telephone, carrying out stock checks and various administrative duties.
Dealing with a wide variety of suppliers and customers you will gain technical knowledge
relating to the vast range of machinery and equipment that keep the modern world of
agriculture moving.
Training will be provided both internally and externally as part of a modern apprenticeship
program in conjunction with CLAAS UK.
The ideal candidate will be self motivated, have good communication skills, be IT literate,
enjoy working as part of a busy team and have an interest in agriculture.
For the right person this could be a start of an interesting and varied career, as we as a
company believe in training, career progression and where possible promotion from within.
As well as CLAAS tractors and machinery we represent several other premium
manufacturers - for example Lemken, McConnel, Opico, KRM, Bailey, Kawasaki, Schaeffer
and Abbey.

Parts / Retail Apprentice
We are recruiting for our Alnwick Depot

If you would like to move forward with one of the largest independent
agricultural machinery dealers in the UK and would like a confidential
discussion please contact Maurice Lamb on 07774 248870 or alternatively
please email your CV to 
All enquiries are treated in the strictest confidence. 

https://rickerby.claas-dealer.co.uk/careers

careers@rickerby.net

Rickerby Ltd is the largest Independent CLAAS dealership in the UK with nine outlets
across the North of England and Scotland. Due to the continual growth of our business,
we are looking to recruit an additional member of staff for our busy Parts Department.
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